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Welcome back! This is the fourth post in the deep learning development environment configuration series
which accompany my new book, Deep Learning for Computer Vision with Python. Today, we will configure
Ubuntu + NVIDIA GPU + CUDA with everything you need to be successful when training your own deep
learning networks on your GPU.
Setting up Ubuntu 16.04 + CUDA + GPU for deep learning
Ubuntu 16.04 (Xerial Xerus) Long Term Support has been officially released and many users are already
eager to find out more about the changes and new features it has come with. This can only be done by doing
a fresh install or upgrading from your old version of Ubuntu Linux. In this article, we shall look at a step by
step guide to upgrading your Ubuntu 14.04 LTS to Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
How To Upgrade to Ubuntu 16.04 LTS from Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Canonical works with the worldâ€™s leading computer manufacturers to certify that Ubuntu works on a huge
range of devices. It means that Ubuntu is now available at thousands of retailers across China, India, South
East Asia and Latin America.
Ubuntu PC operating system | Ubuntu
When it comes to learning new technology such as deep learning, configuring your development environment
tends to be half the battle. Different operating systems, hardware, dependencies, and the actual libraries
themselves can lead to many headaches before youâ€™re even able to get started studying deep learning.
Configuring Ubuntu for deep learning with Python
Ubuntu Desktop (formally named as Ubuntu Desktop Edition, and simply called Ubuntu) is the variant
officially recommended for most users. It is designed for desktop and laptop PCs and officially supported by
Canonical.
Ubuntu - Wikipedia
Ubuntu 17.04 released, codenamed â€œZesty Zapusâ€•; bringing yet another version of a remarkable
operating system in the Ubuntu ecosystem, with the latest and some of the greatest open source
technologies in a high-quality, easy-to-use Linux distribution.. It will be supported for 9 months until January
2018 and it ships in with several improvements, a few new features, and many bug fixes: the ...
How to Upgrade from Ubuntu 16.10 to Ubuntu 17.04 - Tecmint
Ghostscript is a package (available by default in Ubuntu) that enables you to view or print PostScript and
PDF files to other formats, or to convert those files to other formats. To use Ghostscript to combine PDF files,
type something like the following: gs -dBATCH -dNOPAUSE -q -sDEVICE=pdfwrite
-dAutoRotatePages=/None -sOutputFile=finished.pdf file1.pdf file2.pdf
How to merge several PDF files? - Ask Ubuntu
This operating system is not just meant for computer geeks! Ubuntu is easy to install, easy to use, and easy
to enjoy! With this CD collection, it is a snap to install and they give you free customer support should you get
confused.
Ubuntu 17.04, Newest Linux Release 4-discs DVD
Getting Started with Ubuntu 16.04 is a comprehensive beginners guide for the Ubuntu operating system. It is
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written under an open source license and is free for you to download, read, modify and share.
Ubuntu Manual - Home
Ubuntu OpenStack is the most trusted and economical way to build your private OpenStack cloud. Supported
or fully managed by Canonical.
OpenStack on Ubuntu is your scalable private cloud, by
Linux Mint is a community-driven Linux distribution based on Debian and Ubuntu that strives to be a "modern,
elegant and comfortable operating system which is both powerful and easy to use." Linux Mint provides full
out-of-the-box multimedia support by including some proprietary software and comes bundled with a variety
of free and open-source applications. ...
Linux Mint - Wikipedia
Bring yourself up to date on everything you need to know about Ubuntu Linux The Ubuntu Linux Bible covers
all of the latest developments in version 8.10 and 8.04, including tips for newcomers as well as expert
guidance for seasoned system administrators.Learn about topics like the Gnome Desktop, the Bash shell,
virtual machines, wireless networking, file sharing, and more.
Ubuntu 8.10 Linux Bible: William von Hagen: 9780470294208
1.6.2 Debian and Ubuntu Version of Upstart. The Debian and Ubuntu-packaged version .. This is a
"debianised" version of Upstart (in other words, a version packaged for Debian and derivatives). It includes a
few minor changes specifically for running Upstart on Debian and Ubuntu systems, namely:. Change to the
way the console is initialised, to work with Plymouth.
Upstart Intro, Cookbook and Best Practises
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As posted above, enscript is a popular way to convert text to postscript, which can then be further converted
to PDF. A similar tool, which has been around for a long time, is a2ps.It has a large number of options,
including putting multiple pages on a physical page.
How to print a regular file to pdf from command line - Ask
This guide will teach you how to install DVWA (Damn Vulnerable Web App) on Ubuntu Server 14.04. Before
we begin, let me explain what DVWA is. DVWA is a vulnerable-by-design PHP/MySQL web application
focused towards security professionals, penetration testers, web developers, teachers, and students.
Install DVWA on Ubuntu AWS â€“ ls /blog
The NVIDIA CUDA Deep Neural Network library (cuDNN) is a GPU-accelerated library of primitives for deep
neural networks. cuDNN provides highly tuned implementations for standard routines such as forward and
backward convolution, pooling, normalization, and activation layers. cuDNN is part of the NVIDIA Deep
Learning SDK.
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